Nuclear transplantation in the pig embryo: nuclear swelling.
The transfer of nuclei from cleavage stage embryos to enucleated activated meiotic metaphase II oocytes results in a reprogramming of the transferred nucleus such that it behaves as a zygotic nucleus. One estimator of nuclear reprogramming is nuclear swelling after nuclear transfer. The diameter of nuclei after nuclear transfer was not found to be dependent upon the amount of cytoplasm transferred with the donor cell or the amount of cytoplasm in the recipient cell. Nuclei from 4-, 8-, and 16-cell stage embryos swelled to a similar diameter after nuclear transfer (26.9, 27.3, and 27.2 microns, respectively) and this was significantly different from the diameter of contemporary donor embryos (18.3, 14.3, and 13.0 microns, respectively). This is a swelling of 47, 91, and 109%, respectively. Since the degree of nuclear swelling does not appear to be related to cytoplasmic volume it is concluded that the components mediating nuclear swelling are not in a limiting supply.